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BACKGEOUNDS 



mknm i 

In the oineteeBth century two different tenos devel

oped in Fr^moh and German to describe the ©arnc grammatical 

concept. The word **a8pact'* wa® coined by French scholars 

and "Aktionsart'* by Cercrian scholar a. 

*^Aapecf was used as aarly aa 1829 (and parhapa coined 

then) in a French translation of a Rusr.ian ^pcfimar, accord* 

ing to î *olfgang Poilalc {l/tO, p. 32).^ The word i© an at-

t<^pt to tranalate the Tiussian graifaaatlcal tens, which is 

apparently in turn a translation of a Greek word* Pollak, 

whose atudias (1920, 1960-) contain the moat detailed histor

ical information available on the terminolof:7, writes (I960, 

p. 32]: 

**Aspect" war die Uebersetasung von rusalcch vid^ 
das se ine r se i t s eine Lehn*'i-crsctzung von /^rlcch-
isch t tdb j %mr, zu dam @s etyiiologisch £^ehort 
(cf. auch l i t . veidaa m. 'An^er^icht*, l a t . 
v idere , got . witan 'beobachten' , e t c . ) , 

This etyMoloi^y has bc«m generally ac i tp ted , ^nd i s 

varloiisly mentioned, by other .scholars in Gerr..anic, - l a v i c , 

1 
ates in parentheses refer to the pertPaer̂ t entries 

in the niblio/Taphy. 



and Indo-Buropean studios» as well as being cited in 

Webstar'a Third New International Dictionary. 

A grammar textbook for Greek was the first book in 

which the concept was described by a German word* The word 

was *'Zeitart,*' and It was found in the Griechische Scliul-

g;ramma,t:|,k of Gfaorg Curtius, which was published in 1^52 

(Pollak, i960, p. 30). '^urtius, whose Greek study had been 

influenced by Casech scholars, contrasted Zeitart with 2eit-

stufe (tense). 

In XB^5 another German scholar, Karl Brugraann, replaced 

the term "2©itart** with Aktionsart because Ẑj|>t in the com

binations Zeitart and Zeitstufe means something different 

(Pollak, I960, p. 32). 

After Streitberg's article, "Perfective und imperfec-

tive Aktionsart im Germanischen^ (1891), the term was used 

more and more by scholars in the Germanic languages and 

today is still used by most German scholars in preference 

So, Pollak concludes (I960, p. 33), ">in grara'natischer 

Terminus der Griechen war durch slawische Vennittlung und 

als Pr^ebnis zweimaliger LehnSbersetzun;; nach VJesteuropa 

gelangt." 

But that is not as far ao it goes. Generally French 

scholars have preferred aspect, and Cerman scholars, Aktions

art, but in a study publlslicd in 190S on aspect in .olish, 

the author, Agrell, used aspect and Aktionsart not as s:mo-



nyms, but aa distinctive classes within the overall concept 

(Pollak, 1960, p. 34). Pollak (I960, p. 34) quotes from 

Agrell's study: 

Die beiden Hauptkategorien des slavischen Zeit-
wortes, die unvollendete und die vollendete 
Handlungsform (das Imperfektivum und das Perfek-
tivum)...nenne ich Asipekt̂ . Mit dem Ausdruck 
Aktionsart bezeichne ich#..Bedeutungsfunktionen 
der Verbalkomposita (sowie einiger Simplizia und 
Suffixbildunger), die genauer ausdrtlcken, wie 
die Handlung vollbracht wird, die Art und Weise 
ihrer Ausfflhrung markieren. 

More recent scholars have used other terriiS to describe 

this same distinction. Deutschbein uses the terms "Phasen-

aktionsarten** for perfecti/e and imperfective and "i utations-

aktionsarten" for the others (1920, pp. ^1-^3)* B.Pi. Charles

ton (1941, pp» 95-9^), using Deutschbein's system of class

ification, calls the overall concept aspect and breaks it 

down into aub.iective aspects (Phasenaktionsarten) and ob.iac

tive aspects ( mtationsaktionsarten)• And Poutsma (1921) 

has called the subjective aspects the characters of the verb. 

Definitions 

This distinction between aspect and Aktionsart (Phasen-

and PUitationsaktionsarten; subjective and objective aspects) 

should perhaps be the starting point for any rî 'rorous 

attempt to define the terms, but since scholars writing in 

English, particularly Americans, tend to use aspect as the 

general term (although they may dislin,̂ ;uish as many differ

ent subcategories as writers using the two ter;:;r in contrast. 
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as has baen pointed out), another approach might be more 

practical. Definitions will only be suggested for the gen

erally accepted meaning of the terms aspect and Aktionsart. 

Dat&ilad definitions of the subclasses and special uses will 

be left until the particular systems are discussed. 

Few scholars involved with lengthy or detailed treat

ments of aspect ixttempt a definition, but instead ere apt 

to describe and give examples for the categories and sub

categories of the system® they propose to use. Therefore, 

most available (and informative) definitions are found in 

works ^ich mention aspect in passing or only in a very 

limited way* 

These definitions range from the vague, loosely worded 

to the downright cryptic. Vague: "Aspect indicates the 

lapse of action, its nature from the standpoint of contin

uity" (Sapir, 1921, ?• 10^, n. 22). Cryptic: "Aspect indi

cates the aspect, the type, the diaracter of the action^ 

(Ourme, 1931, p. 373)• A slightly more useful one explains 

that aspect '•denotes the character of the verbal form inso

far as the action is looked upon in its entirety, with 

special reference to some part (chiefly the beginning or the 

end)" (Kruisinga, 1925, p. 64). 

In German the definitions are not mich more helpful. 

They are mostly variants of Brugmann's skater.ent (1922, 

p* 493): "Aktionsart ist, im Ge^ensatz zu Zeitstufe, die 

Art und Weise, wie die Handlung des Yerbums vor sich reht.** 
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Because a general, but more generally useful (and explan* 

atory), definition was desired, a brief survey was made of 

some of the best-known **unabridgad^ dictionaries of English. 

Dictionaries published before the Oxford English Dictionary 

do not list the grammatical term, and the Dictionary of 

American English^ edited by Sir William Graigie, does not 

even list the word Aspect.** 

Webster^s New Wprld Dictionary and Funk and ¥agnall*s 

New Dict̂ -onary of Eng:li8h both mention aspect only briefly 

and as a form of the verb, the foniier adding that the form 

is used to indicate duration or c®aipletion of action. 

The Supplement to the QED lists the following sense 

for aspect: **In the Slavonic languages a verbal form of 

which the function is to express action or being in respect 

of its inception, duration, or completion; by extension 

applied to such forms in other languages.** The earliest 

citation given in the OrJ5 entry is H.eiff»B Knrdi rsP -Ru s si an 

Grammar> published in 1^53, and also included in the entry 

is the information that "the earlier term in Slavonic gram

mars was 'branch*." 

The QED, generally our best historical r̂ ource, has dis

regarded the origin of tiie term and the ure of it by modern 

linguists who make no reference to forms. Therefore recourse 

was taken to the second and third editions of Webster's ?̂ ew 

International Dictior^ary. The second edition, considered by 

most critics of the third to be fiore authoritative, defines 

aspect as "any of various features of word form or word 



meaning, esp. a tense form or time distinction of a verb...," 

which seems to leave us as far away as ever from the dê .ired 

informative definition. 

Only in Webster's Th^rd New International Dictionary, 

published in 1961 and acknowledged by its critics as being 

specially oriented toward structural linguistics, so we find 

a more helpful definition. After defining the term as used 

for the formal verbal category, "used first of the Slavic 

languages, later of many others," the article continues with 

another sense: 

tbe nature of the action of a verb or tha manner 
in which that action is regarded esp. with refer
ence to its beginning, duration, completion, or 
repetition and without reference to its position 
in time, i^ether indicated by a set of inflectional 
forms.*., by the meaning of the verb itself..., by 
an adverbial modifier..., by such devices as the 
so-called progressive tenses In English..., or by 
scene other means. 

Aside from the infelicities of phrasing and the rather 

limp ending, this seems to be a sensible and comprehensive 

definition of the general grammatical term "aspect." 



CHAPTER II 

CONCEPTS OF VERBAL ASPECT 

As long ago as 1603i the distinction between perfec

tive and imperfective was noted in the Slavic languages by 

a Czech scholar, Benedikt Vavrinec von Nudozer (Pollak, 

i960, p. 31)• In the early nineteenth century more elaborate 

work was done on the Slavic categories (mostly by Czech 

scholars in Prague), and later during the century the same 

term was applied by scholars to the concept in the Semitic 

languages, where it is also expressed by a complementary 

formal distinction, as in Slavic. Just before the turn of 

the century, Streitberg, influenced by the Slavicist Leskien, 

found evidence of the distinction perfective-imperfective 

in the older stages of the Germanic languages, and particu

larly in Gothic. 

Formal Category 

Indo-Suropean 

Since the early nineteenth century, the work by Indo-

Europeanists trying to reconstruct Proto-Indo-European has 

suggested that aspect was a very important part of its 

verbal system, especially because of the evidence afforded 

7 



by the Slavic system, by less clear-cut systems in Greek 

and Sanskrit, and by traces of aspectual systems in Latin 

and the Romance languages. Hermann Hirt, in his IndoKcr-

manische Graromatik (1934b, p. 210f.), maintains that the 

meaning of the tenses in the existing Indo-European lang

uages makes it almost certain that the tenses In Proto-

Indo-European expressed mainly aspect. Of the present 

tense he wrote (1934b, p. 210): 

Das Prasens trSgt seinen Hamen davon, dass es 
die Gagenwart bezeichnet, und dieser Gebrauch 
herrscht in unsrer Anschauung so vor, dass man 
ihn unwillkiirlich fUr den altesten hSlt. Aber 
es ist durchaus unbewiesen und unwahrscheinlich, 
dass diese Verwendung die 'dlteste ist. 

To support his point, he quotes common uses of the 

present tense in Indo-European languages to denote 1) the 

present, 2) tl^ future, 3) the pa^t, and 4) timelessness, 

and for the perfect he finds common examples that describe 

these same "times." 

On this topic Gray (1939, p. 205) writes: 

The aspectual force of the perfect tense in Indo-
European is v^ry evident in such forms as Sanskrit 
veda^ Greek oXSoi. 'I have perceived' and, hence, 
^ I know';...and Teutonic preterite-presents like 
German ich weiss *I know' (Gothic ik wait....)^ 
for which a new past, ich wusste. has been 
created* 

Furthermore, Hirt deduces from the reduplication 

characteristic of the perfect that it originally had an 

iterative or intensive meaning. 

Prokosch (1939, p» 145) notes that "the present form 

is normally durative and therefore :iost apt to be used for 
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that which is going on at the time of speaking, although it 

can be made to refer to continuous action in the past." And 

it is from this present stem that imperfect, which almost 

always has durative meaning, is formed. 

As for the overall system of tense and aspect in Indo-

European, Prokosch concludes that "it would be wrong to 

ascribe to Ilndo-Europaan the complicated tense system of 

Sanskrit, Greek, or Latin" (1939, p. 145)• On the other 

hand, Entwistle (1953» Pt ^6) warns us that "one cannot 

rely on the simple proposition that Slavonic usage reflects 

the original Indo-E\iropean preference for aspect, since 

Slavonic has created tenses to express time and has then 

discarded them." Prokosch considers then that "in spite of 

numerous secondary developments, the general principle of 

the combination of tense and aspect in Greek and Sanskrit 

probably represents fairly closely the conditions of prim

itive Indo-l'uropean" (p. 146). 

In the Slavic languages the problem of aspect, at 

first glance, seems more clear-cut. The distinction be

tween the perfective and imperfective aspects (or vides) 

is systematically expressed by pairs of forms of the verb. 

But there seems to be some disagreement about what other 

(if any) aspects are formally expressed in Russian. Leskien 

had distinguished three aspects, the two previously nentioned 
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and the iterative (Pollak, I960, p. 35), but most Slavic 

scholars of the present century seem to see the system as a 

single binary opposition. The iterative aspect, which was 

taken up by Streitberg from Leskien, is not mentioned at all 

in modern textbooks of Russian. 

But many of the scholars who have written on aspect 

have followed Leskien and Streitberg in attributing to the 

Slavic languages th© three-fold distinction. The problem 

may be one of means—how does the language express the sup

posed iterative? The answer may be that the iterative is 

expressed by another category not associated with the aspects, 

or perhaps as a part of the overall interlocking system of 

tense and aspect. There certainly seems to be a need for 

clarification of this point by Siavicists for those of us 

who are interested in aspect but do not know the Slavic lang

uages. 

Latin 

Gray (1939, p.205) bas noted that the Roman grammarian 

Varro (in the first century -i.C.) had divided the tenses of 

Latin into two aspectual categories, infecturn and perfectum. 

Under infectum he classified the preset, the imperfect, and 

the future; the perfectura included all the perfect tenses. 

This distinction was apparently niade on the basis of the 

opposition between durative meaning (infectum) and perfective 

or momentaneous meaning (perfectum). The duratives are all 

translated by English progressives (or can be); the pcrfec-
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tives by English "perfects" with have. The following table, 

slightly simplified, is from Gray (p. 206): 

IHFECTUM PivRFECTUM 

Present 

Future 

dico 'I am saying* 

Preterite dlc^bam 'I was saying^ 

dtcam 'I shall (be) 
say(ing) 

dixl »I am in a 
state of having 
said'r 'I have 
said' 

dixeram 'I was in a 
state of having 
said's 'I had said'' 

dfxero '1 shall be 
in a state of hav
ing said'- 'I 
shall have said' 

Greek 

It seems to be generally agreed that the "tense" dis

tinction in ancient Greek between the present and the imper* 

feet, on one hand, and the aorist and the perfect, on the 

other, was essentially aspectual. The present and the 

imperfect, which is derived from the present stem as in 

Proto-Indo-European, have durative force.3-

Thus the present, imperfect, aorist, and perfect of 

the verb 'stop' express, respectively, the durative 

aspect! 'I stop, am stopping, keep on stopping', 

'I was stopping, I kept stopping*; the instantancour 

aspect: 'I stopped', a single act in past time, not 

continued or repeated, 'I have stopped', completed 

The imperfect also has other meanings—repeated or 
customary actions and the so-called "conative," i.e., 
attempted action. 
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action with the effect still continuing at the present time. 

The major opposition then seems to be one between durative 

and punctual or completive. 

French 

The difference, in French between the passe simple or 

pftsŝ  compose and the imparfait has generally been treated 

as one of aspect* Gray writes (p, 203): "In French il 

e^fivit fpass^ simplej is instantaneous in aspect, but 

past in tense ('he wrote once'); 11 ecriva^i^. though also 

past in tense, is durative*..in aspect ('he v;as writing')." 

The simple past (11 ^crivit)> however, is a literary form 

seldom found in speech, and is used only in narration with 

definite past meaning and a definite sense of cc»npletion. 

The compound past (11 a ^crit), despite its formal similar

ity to the English perfect (periphrastic use of to have). 

only indicates a completed action in the past. The imper

fect, then, expressed the usual opposition—the durative 

past. Imperfect: 11 ^crivait 'he was writing'; compound 

past: il a ecrit 'he wrote', completed in the past. 

But Howard B. Garey (1?57) I'̂ ŝ advanced a novel approach 

to aspect in French, in which he sets u^ a syste.i for analyz

ing the meaning of a tense (or aspect) by specifying; the 

moment of reference or time (H), the moment of the event (b), 

and the speech moment (S). Using these three "chrbnetic" 

elements, he examinee the two different kind3 of aspect— 
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l ex ica l and grammatical--.and discerns two different types 

of verbs—t^ii£ and a te l i c (p. 106). Telle verbs are those 

"expressing an action tending towards a g o a l . . . . Atelic 

verbs are those vixich do not have to wait for a goal for 

their real ization, but are realised as soon as they begin" 

(p. 106). He sets up a system with combinations of these 

lexical aspects with the grammatical aspects, perfective and 

imperfective^. expressed by the compound past and the imper

fec t , respectively (p. 106): 

IMPERFECTIVE PERFECTIVE 

TELIC Pierre air ivait Pierre est arr iv^ 

ATE^C Pierre joiialt Pierre a jou^ 

He then concludes (p. 110) that 

the opposition between the imperfective and per
fective aspects i s found in the morphological 
system of the French verb, but only in the impar
fa i t and a l l the other past tenses. The dist inc
tion between t e l l e and a te l i c verbs i s not a part 
of the formal structure of French, since i t does 
not correlate with any formal criterion, but i s 
rather part of the semantic structure of the 
language, determined as i t i s by a semantic 
t r a i t . 

Î  on-Indo-European 

Several languages outside the Indo-Luropean "family" 

possess formal systems to express aspect. These systems are 

most striking in the languages such as Turkish or Semitic, 

where aspect i s perhaps more important than tense. 
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Semitic 

In Hebrew and Arabic the distinction between completed 

and incompleted action is emphasised by the verbal system, 

rather than the exact place in time. In fact, Gray writes 

(1939, p. 204): 

Except for certain modern innovations*.., 
Semitic has no tense properly speaking, but only 
aspect. The Hebrew and Arabic atelic viotgl and 
yaĉ tî jLUy for example, do not mean 'he is Killing' 
or 'he will kill', but simply connote that his 
act of killing is not yet completed; fnm the 
point of view of tense, the action is either now 
in progress or Will take place in the future. 
Similarly, the telle oStal or qatala does not 
mean 'he has (or, had) billed', but that his 
act of killing is completed, and the result of 
that act now exists. 

Thus, the perfect and imperfect "tenses," as they were 

described by medieval and Renaissance scholars, are really, 

as Prokosch says (1939, p. 146), "not tenses in our sense 

of the word." The terms "tense," "perfect," "imperfect," 

"telle," and "atelic,"* were applied to Hebrew mainly by 

medieval scholars schooled in Aristotelian and Latin tenn-

inology, but this unsatisfactory terminology has been used 

in grammars of Hebrew to the present day. 

It seems obvious that more work is needed on the 

applicability of this terminology, as well as on the aspect

ual systems of these langiuiges in order to throw lir̂ it on 

the expression of aspect in other languages, especially 

those for which the original impetus to study aspect came 

from Semitic or Slavic studies. 
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Karl Reuning has written that "in the Turkish verbal 

system aspect is basic, and tense only secondary."^ He 

writes elsewhere: 

Turkish makes use of a ni:ttnber of suffixes n^ich 
have the function of expressing various types of 
aspect. Thus the beginning of the "Verlauf" is 
indicated by the suffix bagla. which is added to 
a so-called dative form of the infinitive: 
okumar:,a baslar m 'I am beginning to read'. The 
lapse of action, v*iich happens once, definitely 
at the present time is expressed by the siiffix 
vor: ya^ vor m means 'I am writing at the present 
moment'. 

Other suffixes in Turkish include -£, which character

izes the action as rerularly or frequently repeated; and 

-dUtt *^ich expresses the causative. There are also two 

terminate aspects: yaaid ^ which "implies that 'he ̂ rote in 

the presence of the speaker, and vazm s 'he wrote (as others 

say), or he has written, X believe'." 

The strictly formal means of expression in an ap̂ glu-

tinative language like Turkish are perhaps not very sug

gestive of a way to treat aspect in i?*nglish or the other 

Germanic languages, but a knoxixledge of how aspect works in 

a strict formal system can only be enlightening as a con

trast to our hazy, ill-defined system (if it can even be 

called that). 

I am indebted to Professor Reuning for my information 
on aspect in Turkish. The quoted material is from two 
unpublished, untitled papers delivered before meetings of 
the Modern Languâ ;e Association and the Linguistic Society 
of America. 
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Semantic. Lexical Categorv 

The confusion between form, function, and semantic, 

logical content is perhaps at the heart of any controversy 

about whether or not aspect is expressed in a particular 

language. The contention that the fimction of aspect is 

expressed in English only by lexical meaning is argued by 

Zandvoort (1962), following the hint of earlier linguists 

such as Henry Sweet. Sweet in his Hew Engli^ Grammar 

(1391, P* lOlf.) writes: 

The distinction of duration between l̂ej.1 and lav 
in he ̂ ell down^ and he lay down there nearly an 
hour, or between to laugh and to burst out laughing 
has. of course, nothing to do with grammar, because 
it is not shown by any grammatical forma. 

So he apparently does not consider lexical or syntactic 

distinctions the province of the grammarian, and yet oh the 

same page he classifies certain verbs as continuous or 

recurrent. strictly on the basis of lexical meaning. 

The thesis that aspect is only a lexical distinction 

in langtiages which lack the (possibly) clear-cut obligatory 

binary system of Slavic or Semitic seems to be so wrong-

headed in its disregard of syntactical means and unsystem

atic morphological means that it scarcely deserves serious 

consideration. 
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Functional Concent 

The treatment of aspect as a grammatical function, 

thou^ it has led to many unsystematic and unscientific 

analyses, still seems to be the only sensible expedient. 

B.M. Charleston (1941, p* 95) writes: 

The existence of the aspects as functions, 
irrespective of their mode of expression, hence 
irrespective of the particular language in v^ich 
they may be expressed, ha?, long been actJepted. 

And even scholars such as Scherer, whose studies are 

discussed briefly in the next chapter, recognize that aspect 

is a functional concept, expressed in various ways, though 

his studies seem to rule out the consideration of treat

ments of lexical and syntactic means. In his study of 

aspect in Gothic (1954), where he strictly limits himself 

to an examination of morphological means, VG find the fol

lowing statement (p. 214): 

The formal means which correspond to these 
distinctions in verbal meaning (perfective-imper-
fective) vary from language to languare. They 
may be lexical, as beat (ipf) vs. slay (pf); or 
syntactic, as sit (ipf) vs. sit down (pfJ ̂  or 
^^r. sitzen (ipf) vs. sich setzen: or morpholo^--
ical, as OCS bit! 'be3t' (ipf) vs. ubiti 'slay' 
or zabitl 'kill' (pf), or Ger. schlagen (ipf) 
vs. erschlagen (pf;. 

The proper solution to the problem then seems to be a 

careful analysis, classification, and interpretation of all 

possible means, with special attention devoted to keeping 

them separate to avoid confusion. But to limit onesulf to 

morphological means alonei is to needlessly restrict the 

possibilitior, for analysis of grammatical operations. 



QiAFTER III 

PRINCIPAL SCHOLARLY SOURCES 

Streitberg 

The thesis that aspect was expressed In other Indo-

European languages than Slavic (and perhaps Greek) was 

first propagated by the publication of Streitberg's article 

on aspect in the Germanic languages (1^91)* He sought to 

prove that the Germanic languages, particularly Gothic, had 

systems for expressing the perfective and imperfective 

aspects of Slavic, which had been recognized and described 

by earlier scholars. 

Leskien, whom Streitberg recognizes in a note to the 

paper as having suggested the direction of his research, 

had already posited the three-way distinction of Slavic 

aspect: perfective, imperfective, and iterative. (In fact 

this system was described in his grammar of Old Church 

Slavonic in an edition reprinted as late as 1955 (Pollak, 

I960, p. 34)J 

Streitber,L;'s View of Aspect 

Slavic 

Of the perfective aspect Streitberg wrote: "Cie bezeich-

net also die handlung des verbums niclit schlechthin in ihrem 

Ig 
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fortgang, ihrer continuitfit, sondern stets im hinblick auf 

den moment der vollendung, die erzielung des resultatcs" 

(1891, p. 71). As an example in Slavic he gives OCS (Old 

Church Slavonic) "vu^l^sti 'ersteigen, d.h. die handlimg des 

steigens im hinblick auf den augenblick der vollendung'" 

(p. 71)* 

According to Streitberg the imperfective aspect describes 

the action In its uninterrupted duration or continuousness* 

He cites OCS "l^sti 'steigen, die handlung des steigens aus-

fHhren, im steigen begriffen sein'; engl. to be mounting" 

(p. 70f.). 

The iterative aspect, as Streitberg saw it, expressed 

the repetition of an action. The action itself, he thought, 

could be either perfective or imperfective. For a perfec

tive-iterative verb he cites OCS "ubivati 'wlderholt erschlag-

en'" as opposed to "ubiti 'erschlagen'" (p. 72), which is a 

simple perfective. As examples of iraperfective-iterative 

verbs in OCS he gave "bivati 'widerholt schlagen', voditi 

'widerholt fOhren'" (p. 72). 

Gothic 

In Gothic Streitberg found evidence for a two-v;ay 

opposition: perfective-imperfective. He saw no evidence 

of an iterative in Germanic and seemed troubled by its 

absence. He went on to try to prove that the means of e:-

pressing aspect in Gothic was jiainly through the use of the 

prefix Ea-. which when affixed to an imperfective siiaplox 
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gave it perfective force* He also found that, as in Slavic, 

there were purely perfective and imperfective simplexes. 

Streitberg's Conclusions. After an intensely detailed 

comparison of the Gothic of Wulfila with the Greek of a manu

script of the Hew Testament i*iich he might have translated 

from, Streitberg concludes that: 

1. Gothic knew the distinction between perfective and 

imperfective aspects as well as Slavic, but was lacking the 

iterative. 

2. Perfectives were farmed by compounding preposi

tional adverbs with the imperfective simplexes. 

3. Gothic also had purely perfective simplexes. 

4» Certain simplexes had only durative force. 

5. The moat common function of the particle ga- as 

a prepositional adverb was to express aspect. 

6. The differentiation between perfective and imper

fective aspect was used also in the place of certain tenses, 

particularly the future, which Gothic lacked. 

7. The "colorless" particle gâ ;., affixed to the 

preterite participle, had originally in Proto-Germanic 

indicated simply t^e completion of the action in the past 

but had early be:̂ un to change to indicate the action as 

taking place in the past, and in Gothic vestiges of this 

process were still to be seen, although it was dead in 

modern German (Streitberg, 1^)1, j^p. 17-ff.). 
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St̂ rfit̂ bfr̂ 'y Pfedecefffspr̂  

Besides noting his indebtedness to Leskien, Streitberg 

presents a summary of the work done on aspect prior to his 

research (p. 77ff»)« In this summary he sought authority to 

answer his question: 

Existieren auf germanischem sprachboden beim 
verbum zustSnde, die jenen im baltlsch-slavischen 
sprachgebiet beobachteten analog sind, sodass wir 
berechtigt sind die hier tfbliche terminologie 
auch dort anzuwenden? 

In 1824 Jacob Grimm had apparently made the first trans

fer of the concept of aspect from Slavic to Germanic: " s ist 

nicht unm^glich die spuren eines die slavischen so durch-

dringenden unterschiedes auch in der deutschen aufzufinden" 

(p. 77)- Grimm observed that compounds with prefixes such 

^s J^KTf be-y hiri-. durph-. etc., had a perfective force, 

opposed to the imperfective meaning of the uncorapounded 

simplexes. He did not continue his work with Germanic f.e-

or ga-^ which Streitberg considered unfortunate, apparently 

because he mistakenly thought it was related to the Greek 

augment. 

Streitberg cites other scholars ^^o had comrriented on 

aspect. One group had mentioned aspect in Germanic only in 

passing in books or articles on Slavic graimnar, simply to 

enlighten the readers who already knew German and perhape 

already knew the concept there. The other ^̂ roup's work 

centered around comparisons of Gernianic and -'lavic languages. 
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To t h i s last group belongs Schleicher's ar t i c le entitled 

"Das Futuruman Deutschen und Slavischen," which apparently 

led to a controversy over the means for expressing the future 

in Gothic, Kihere no future tense existed (Streitberg, 1^91, 

p. 78)# T^he emphasis in these art ic les seemed to be princi

pally on the function of the particle gf- and not on the 

grammatical concept. 

Streitberg's Followers 

The influence of Streitberg can hardly be overestimated. 

He numbers among his followers most of the scholars who have 

written about aspect in Germanic languages until recently, 

but even more than that, since his transfer of the Slavic 

terms to Germanic grammar, the validity of this use of the 

terms and the concepts has been accepted unquestioningly 

by many scholars who only know of aspect (and erpecially 

aspect in Slavic) through Streitberg and his followers. 

And all this is true although, as Trnka notes (1930, p. 32), 

about 66 per cent of the occurrences of ga- had to be treated 

as exceptions to the system Streitberg set up for Gothic. 

'A'hether the other 34 per cent are enough to convince us of 

the wisdom of transferring the terras and concepts, for all 

practical purposes the terms have already been transferred 

and, by most scholars, accepted with very little argument. 
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Deutschbein 

Probably the most influential of the writers on aspect 

who accepted Streitberg's thesis was Max Deutschbein, i*iose 

System der neuenglischen Syntax (192^) has one of the most 

complete treatments available of aspect in English. 

Chapter VI (p. 67ffJ of his System, called "Die Aktions-

arten,^* describes the following aspects: 

1) The iterative, 2) the frequentative, 3) the inchoative, 

4) the intensive, 5) the perfective, 6) the imperfective, 

7) the causative. 

The iterative and frequentative are Deutsdhbein's 

breakdown of what other schol&rs have seen as different 

kinds of iteratives. He notes that Akerlund describes 

these two aspects as the "distributive or analyzing itera

tion" (Deutschbein's iterative) and the "comprising or 

generalizing iteration" (Deutschbein*s frequentative). 

Deut̂ ffl>,l?ein'̂  Sx!^ter^ of Aspê t̂ ^ 

The Iterative. Deutschbein writes: "Das Iterativum... 

dient zur Bezeichnung der *^iederholung eines Vorgangs" 

(p. 67). He notes that in modern English the simple verbal 

form expresses the iterative, as in the sentences I always 

g:et it at the same shop or he goes to Geruan/ once a year. 

The Frequentative, ids aspect express ̂s that the 

action is frequently repeated or habitual, .?lth the relate'̂  
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meaning that the subject undertook the activity with a 

certain readiness or willingness. For the means of express

ing the frequentative Deutschbein finds \i<bat he calls the 

"Umschreibung" or periphrastic forms with use to or used to 

and with |4rll or would^ e.g., we u^e^ to laugh; he will 

Tt̂ e Inchoative. As described by Daxtschbein, the 

inchoative expressed that one condition changes into 

another. He gives examples of so-called periphrastic con

structions with become. get, grow, turn^ as in I am getting. 

be coming f g;r,owing old; he turned pale. He also notes the 

use of the suffix -en: harden, shoxten, redden. He makes 

no mention of whether the action or state emphasized is the 

one beginning or ending, so perhaps he meant this aspect 

to include what are generally called the inchoative (des

cribing the beginning) and the resultative (describing the 

condition readhed). 

The Intensive. Deutschbein says of the intensive: 

"Die intensive Aktionsart drflckt die besondere IntensitSt 

(StSrke, Hachdruck) einer Handlung aus"(p. 70). He finds 

that modern English has developed the intensive very strong

ly, and he takes up over ten pages discussing the various 

means, particularly the periphrastic with to do and to bo 

with the present participle: I do believe you; I am tellin."-. 

you the truth. 
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The Perfeqt^ve. Of this aspect he writes: "Die perfek-

tive (auch momcntane, punktuelle, aoristische) Aktionsart 

bezeichnet die Handlung mit Hficksicht auf ihre Vollendun,:̂  

bez. auf ihr ande" (p. ^3). The similarity of this defin

ition to Streitberg's is rather striking. This aspect, he 

says is gaaerally expressed by the simple verb form. 

The Imnerfective. He writes: "Die imperfektive (dura

tive, progressive, kursive) Aktionsart stellt die Handlung 

ala verlauf end, ohne Kit ck sich t auf Anfang oder Snde bez. 

Vollendung dar? (p. ^4)• The so-call-d progresnivc or 

expanded form is the principal neans for expressing the 

imperfective. 

Deutschbein'3 Shortcorrdngs 

Aside from the obviousness of sone of his definitions 

(especially the intensive) and his apDarently uncritical 

use of Straitborri's terminology and definitions for modern 

English, what seems most faulty is his methodology. His 

choice of these seven aspects seear, to be slightly arbi

trary. We mi^t also find fault vfith the amount of control 

he seems to exercise over his material. For a langua-̂ e in 

which aspect is not sy^tenstlcally expressed, probabl:; he 

should have satisfied us better by having a better syrtpn 

for describing the unsystematic means. The main fault at 

hand is his rather careless attitude toward the types of 

expressions of the functions of aspect. He ouly notes inci-
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dentally whether the particular means he is discussing is 

formal, syntactic, or lexical, apparently considering them 

equally accessible to analysis and equally appropriate to a 

discussion of s:/ntax. He shows little or no consciousness 

that these are different levels and would probably be better 

analysed in different ways. He groups together material 

^ich most other modern linguists consider to be appropriate 

for different fields of study—lexical, not for the grammar

ian at all; syntactic, #iich would seem appropriate for his 

study; and morphological, material for a different kind of 

study or approach. 

Unfortunately too, he had to resort to literary 

examples rather than examples from the spoken lanî uâ ê, 

a fault shared by most other scholars of the time, either 

because he lacked other sources or because of prejudice 

in favor of literary language, 

Deutschbein's Accomplishijiiaits 

The value of his study probably lies in th© amount of 

illustrative material he amasvsed for it and for the discuss

ion of the historical development of some of his material. 

ills examples are taken from a wide range of sources, and he 

tries hard not to let the psycholor̂ y of Wundt, which he adnits 

in other parts as being particularly influential for hira, 

blur his ideas of what his examples meant. This is particu

larly striking vihen his study is compared vdth the studier 
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of B.M. Charleston (1941, 1955, I960), who, though influen

ced by him, lets herself pretend to know inhat the speaker 

of a particular utterance was trying to say. 

Other Followers of Streitberg 

Streitberg's thesis and reputation have suffered per

haps more from the seemingly thoughtless and uncritical use 

made of his findings by certain sdbolars writing on aspect 

in English or German than from serious critiques. 

Curme 

George 0. Curme, ̂ ose definition of aspect has already 

been quoted, treated aspect in English and German in his 

grammars of those languages (1931| 1952) as well as in seve

ral periodical articles. For both German and English he 

accepted uncritically the perfective-imperfective opposi

tion and used the traditional terminology to classify a 

large number of examples. But the most serious fault in 

his studies seems to come from a lack of rigor in discrim

inating between lexical and formal means and the failure 

to perceive that aspectual force in some of his exariiples 

has very little to do witit the verb itself, but is contri

buted by syntactic, generally adverbial, means. Specific 

exaniples of his failure to distinguish between the aspv:c-

tual force of an adverb and the formation of a new phrasal 

verb are 'aven in the section on adverbial means in the 
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next chapter. Concerning the latter criticism, the follow

ing quotation (1932, p. 252) is pertinent: 

The simple form often has very strong durative 
force: "On and on and on he watched them, worried 
because he could make nothing of it»..." The 
author has here employed strong means to emphasize 
duration, but his use of the simple form indicates 
plainly that there is another aspect prestait here, 
namely the terminate. 

The simple form here is obviously, as most scholars now 

state, indifferent as to aspect, and any attempt to make the 

verb carry the aspectual force seems misguided, to say the 

leasts Meedless to say, the adverbial phrase, by syntactic 

means including repetition, has contributed the aspectual 

force present in the sentence. 

In the same article he contrasts the progressive form 

with the simple: 

In the progressive form the action is usually 
progressive, representing an action as going on, 
while the simple form represeits the act as a 
whole, as an accomplished fact: "He is working 
in the garden," (action going on), but "He works 
in his garden every morning" (an accorarlished 
fact). 

The "he works in his garden every morning" seems to 

be anything but an accomplished fact; though it may be 

contrasted with action in pror.ress, it certainly is open 

to a more complicated interpretation of ir.- aieanin̂ :, esp̂ »c-

ially the customary, habitual, freque/.tative force which 

is really noncomr.ittal about the completion—in fact, we 

assume, since the verb is in ttie prescat i atner than the 

past that the action is definitely not "accomplirhed.^' 
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We expect that he will probably work in his garden today, 

if he has not already, and will tomorrow also. 

This habit of attributing more aspectual force to a 

verb than it really carries is perhaps explained by the 

original idea that aspect was "verbal." But in a language 

like English where syntax plays a so much larger part than 

morphology in expressing most grammatical functions we have 

to recognize that if we transfer the fimction to English, we 

have to adapt it, and the facts of English seem to indicate 

that aspect in English is principally syntactic or lexical. 

Perhaps we would get farther if we called it something like 

"predicate" aspect to indicate tliat the verb does not have 

to carry all the force, and most frequently does ndt m 

Attributing the aspectual force to the wrong part of 

the sentence may seem a minor problem, but repetition of 

it throughout a study seems to weaken and almost invali

date the whole methodology, and it certainly casts doubt 

on the validity of any findings and conclusions in which 

it figures. 

Goedsche 

In two articles (1932, 1934) C. Rudolf Goedsche has 

written of problems concerning asoect in English and German, 

respectively. He follows the thinking; and approach of 

Curme fairly strictly, but does seem to think that some 

scholars are finding entirely too many aspectr in English. 
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He suggests no solution, however, to the problcan of decid

ing just vidiich aspects are really expressed in English, a 

problem that is still to be solved, especially with regard 

to aspects that have nothing to do with time or phase rela

tions, such as the causative or desiderative. 

Raven 

One of the most systematic treatments of aspect in a 

Germanic language is F.A, Haven's article "Phasenaktions

arten im Althochdeutschen" (1963)• Besides the clear and 

perceptive treatment of means of expressing aspect in Old 

High German, the paper is valuable for its exhaustive 

bibliography on aspect. His scheme of aspects is modelled 

closely after Deutschbein's, but he seems to use it with 

more discrimination, even thougli his treatment is not 

exhaustive. 

l^,e,3i|i 

The article, "Verbal Aspects in Germanic, Slavic, and 

Baltic," by Alfred Senn, is very suggestive for the insight 

it gives us into the Slavic aspectual system. He disagrees 

with many writers on aspect when he writes (1949, p. 403): 

In Russian and Polish, aspect distinctions are 
not more efsential than tense distinctions. The 
two systems belong together and are interlaced. 
Differences of chronology, especially betweer. 
present and future, but also between present and 
past, are far more keenly felt and more rigidly 
expressed in Russian and Polish than in iJerman, 
and differences of aspect are expressed within 
the tenses. 
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In reference to critics of Streitberg's thesis (parti

cularly Scherer), he writes (p. 407): 

Those who refuse to believe in the existence, 
in Gothic and Old High German, of a verbal aspect 
system similar to the one in Old Church Slavonic 
and Russian may be under the impression that the 
Slavic system is absolutely airtight and without 
exception, and since they do not find such absolute 
regularity in the Old Germanic dialects they deny 
the existence of such a Germanic system altogether. 
However, in view of the fact that language is not a 
mechanism in isdiich each component part functions 
according to invariable laws, but rather a social 
organism whose parts may be dianged at the will and 
whim of the speaker, we will not be surprised to 
find that in language there is no rule without 
exceptions. 

The freshness of Senn's viewpoint should be a warning 

to us not to be doctrinaire in any way in respect to language, 

and we can only be grateful for scholars who refuse to follow 

strictly the leaders of any camp. 

In his conclusion Senn advances the revolutionary 

theory that the Slavic aspectual system was perhaps borrowed 

from (or at least strongly influenced by) the Gothic system. 

This seems of less practical value to us, but it also might 

be taken as an object lesson to indicate that no scholar, 

or school of scholars, has the final answer. 

Charleston 

The studies of I'.iI. Charleston (1941, 1955, I960) are 

marked by a flaw that might best be call.̂ d mentaliGtic. 

Increasingly in her later bookr-, she relied for a -rent part 

of her analysis on psycholot'ical insight into the speaker's 
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motivation for the particular utterance. Her treatment of 

aspect then descends from Deutschbein's strictly system

atized psychological-semantic categories to a near guessing 

game about the reasons a particular speaker used one aspect 

instead of another. The mentalistic approach has even given 

way to the study of behavior in psychology, where more 

scientific results are obtained by analysis of the material 

reeuits rather than the inconcrete mental process. And even 

before Bloomfield linguists were getting away from this 

approach to language. Besides the r«aarkably unsatisfying 

conclusions reached by a linguist working in ruch a reaction

ary direction, the approach IF, all the more unfortunate 

because of the wealth of material analyzed in her latest 

study. 

Streitberg's Critics 

The current attitude toward Streitberg's work has been 

brou^t about principally by the writings of modern critics 

of his thesis. 

Scherer 

The most i n f l u e n t i a l modern c r i t i c i f ^ of S t r e i t b e r g ' s 

t h e s i s i s contained in th ree separa te stuclier. by r h i l i p 

Scherer (1954, 1956, 195^ / . These s t i o i e s , cf GotVic, Old 

High Gerinan, and Old i g l i s h , have convinced nar::, schol r s 

that aspect cannot be considered a verbal cate, , r / in the 
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three Germanic lan̂ iuages mentioned. But where Deutschbein 

adults all means of expression of aspect uncritically, 

Scherer argues only against formal syste/natic means. Ke 

apparently assumes that if he shows that the formal means 

that Streitberg found in Gothic are unsystematic, there is 

no validity at all to Streitberg's thesis. Scherer deliber

ately excludes syntactic and lexical means from hir analysis. 

In the study of Gothic (1954), he writes (p. 214): 

To determine vdiether Gothic possessed a for
mally explicit aspectual system we shall ask what, 
if any, were the morphological means corresponding 
to the aspectual contrast.... Syntactical means 
we shall disregard completely. 

To restrict his study to morphological means is cer

tainly a valid procedure, but to make the general conclusion 

then that he does in the study of Old High German is slightly 

presumptuous: "Meaning alone lies at the base of all aspec

tual distinction in OHG-T" (1956, p. 434). Thic especially is 

irritating \^en we understand that he means simply that he 

found "no direct correlation between derivational form and 

aspect" (p. 434). 

Certain other scholars have accepted these studies as 

the authoritative answer to tht problem. They den}- all 

validity to any discussion of aspect in the Geriî aMic lan---

uages, or by extension, app;.a"critl> , in any laii.̂ua,;,e v-hich 

does not express aspect in the very sam̂ - way Slavic lan;,-

uages do, even though Slaviclnts such as Tenn (1949, p. 407) 

maintain that tht̂ re is no overall ajip:;ctual syroori that fits 
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all the Slavic languages. 

Zandvoort 

In his article "Is 'Aspect' an English Verbal Category?" 

R.W. Zandvoort (1962) has acted as spokesman for those who 

have accepted without reservation Scherer'c conclusions. 

And he carries these conclusions to their ridiculoiip extremes, 

le ar̂ r̂ ss explicitly that since there is no direct correla

tion between morphology and mearing, there is no reason to 

consider aspect a category in Engliph. But whereas Scherer's 

studies are analytical and detailed, Zandvoort's article is 

simply argumentative and one-sided. He interprets the find

ings of other scholars according to bis preconceived notions 

about aspect. He quotes from Trnka (1930, p. 32): "The 

fallacy of Streitberg's conception.•.evident to all Slav

onic philologists." But Zandvoort does not tell us that 

Trnka continues by qualifying this stater-ent about Streit

berg's thesis and proceeds to analyze asp?;ct lu l^rip;lish. 

In the conclusion to Zandvoort's article is a seitence 

which is perhaps at the heart of the matter: "The plain 

statement 'Aspect is a conception which doe? not exist ioi 

in̂ r̂lish Grammar' rr.ay be hard to dî ei-̂ t for so-nr: linFuiots 

who...refuse to t.ike the ci»:iracter of asoect ia • lavonic 

as an absolute standard" (p- 20). 3ut vihore do v̂c ever 

have absolute standards in lan̂ ĵ ûa.̂o s'̂ uc'y? if \%e ure ohr. 

absol̂ iAte standard of one lanona-.e for settlit̂ ', up '̂.ra .;.u'Jtical 
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categories and discussing granariatical function, we regress 

to the state of language study in the l̂iddie Ages, when no 

grammar but Latin was really grammar, and English was judged 

by its ability (or failure) to meet the "standards^' of Latin. 



PART I I 

TliE STUDY 



CHAPTER IV 

MEANS OF EXPRESSION OF ASPECT IK MGLISH 

This study is based on the assumption, supported by the 

authority even of authors who seem to be arguing against it 

(as noted in the final section of the previous chapter), that 

aspect is a grammatical ftxnction expressed by different means 

in different languages. This expression may be of morpho

logical, syntactic, or lexical character* In this study 

only the morphological and syntactic means will be examined, 

tho\i#i it is not assumed that those structural linguists 

are correct i«jho assume that the lexical means is only of 

interest to the lexicographer. The linguist may bypass 

meaning in his attempt to treat the structure of a language 

scientifically, but later a time must come when the corres

pondences between form and meaning must be examined. It is 

to tMs secondary stage that the present study is addressed. 

Certain forms (morphological and syntactical) have been 

associated iidth certain meaning distinctions. We will 

examine these f onus and meanings and see as far as posrible 

whether there is a sound basis for the coupling of the 

forms with the meanings as an expression of the function 

of aspect. 
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Nor will the study necessarily asŝ ime that the aspec

tual distinctions in modern £inglish are those traditionally 

described as being present in English or the other Germaiic 

languages. Historical developments which seem pertinent 

will be treated in the respective sections. 

Formal Means 

The means of ex|aressing aspect in English, we must 

admit at the beginning of any treatment, seem to resist any 

analysis that would describe them as formal oppositions or 

obligatory categories. With the possible exception of that 

opposition between the simple or unexpanded verb forms and 

the progressive or expanded forms, we find in English no 

binary oppositions that compare with the ^lavic or Semitic 

opposition between perfective and imperfective. 

The formal means are mostly unsystematic, but we do 

use forms K^ich seem to express aspectual meaning distinc

tions. It is these forms that we will look at, and we will 

present them under two hoadings—those that seem to be ves

tiges of older aspectual forms and those that do not. 

Vestigial Forms 

Internal Changie 

The most commoh verb forms that have come dô vn to us 

from earlier aspect forms and still seem to liave aspectual 

force are the pairs of verbs that have developed froi the 
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-1 umlaut in Proto-Germanic. Deutschbein writes (192S, 

p. 39)5 

Im Urger^. wurde das Kausativum durch das 
Suffix "M gebildet, das auszerst produktiv 
gewesen ist; z.B. ags. fallan = fallen, Kaus* 
urg. »mi1afi 7^ ags. fejLlan (vgl. ne. to fall 
und M-l§il)—•ags. sittan. Kaus. urg* »sat.1an > 
*f«» sett an (vgl. ne. to sit und to set)—ags. 
tMM. = ne« to rise^ Kaus. urg. *raiz.ian > 
^gs. rae.ran > ne. to rear: daneben altn. 
miMSL > ne. to raise. 

So, K^ere Gothic with the -j£ suffix had \irreisan 

•to arise' and urrais.lan 'to raise up', English, which 

ha# lost the suffix through sound change, has to rise 

from O.E. y^san 'to rise', related to -reisan^ and to 

reax from O.K. rseran 'to raise', cognate with -rais.jan 

but with the change from ^ to £ according to Vomer's law, 

as well as iraise through K.E, reiseny borrowed from 

Icelandic rei^a. 

Also included in this r̂ roup of verbs with fall:fell, 

sit:set, rise:rear (raise) is the pair lie:lay, from O.E. 

licî an: l̂ ecî an, related to Gothic lir.an and lan:.ian. 

These verbs i:ith umlaut are, of coui'se, transitive 

since they must take an object to which tho causal force 

is applied. Because the corresponding^ rdniple Torras are 

intransitive, some scholars mii^t prefer to classify these 

verbs as transitive and intransitive as the traditional 

school ojrammars have done. But it would soem riore uoeful 

in the light of their history to rep;ard them ar, vesti|:̂ es 

of older causatives, i/ith that force remainin.r̂ . 

file:///irreisan
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Suffixes 

The distinction between transitive and intransitive 

is evident in another group of verbs with aspectual meaning 

and distinctive form—the suffix -en. The suffix -en, 

according to tJespersen,was not particularly productive 

before 1500, and he asserts that "most of the verbs formed 

in -ga belong to the last three centuries (1955, p. 169). 

The origin of this -e|i is traced by Deutschbein (I92g, p. 92) 

to the -n suffix of the Old Horse inchoative (the Intransi

tive?), which he claims took over causative functions (the 

transitive) in Middle English. The OEg (in its article on 

-en) recognizes the possibility that some of these verbs 

were derived from Old Norse and attributes the formation of 

others to analogy with Old English verbs in -an. But the 

QED disagrees with Deutschbein about the order of develop

ment of the different aspects; it speculates that the 

intransitives were derived from the transitivcs, which 

would cast some doubt on his thesis that the inchoatives 

developed from the Old !jorse inchoatives. 

V;hatever their origin and development, a .reat number 

of these -en verbs formed from adjectives (or from nouns on 

the analogy of the verbs of adjectival origin, says the Oi:.D) 

have in common in modern English eleinents of meaning that 

have quite often been called aspectual, either the inchoative 

or the causative. That this suffix forms verbs v^ich ex less 
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two meanings presents a problem, but if we decide to inter

pret them as aspectual, then we use the syntactic structure 

of the transitive versus intransitive to tell us the differ

ent aspects, without initial recourse to meaning. Naturally 

we have previously isolated them because of the correlation 

between meaning and form, but when we have them, we can 

concentrate on struct^ire. 

The distinction then between l) he tightened his fi?ip 

and 2) his lorin tightened can be expressed in paraphrase: 

1) 'he caused his ai'ip to become tight' and 2) 'his grip 

became tight'. The first paraphrase is the justification 

for the use of the term "causative," and t he second is an 

example of the much-used so-called periplurastic use of to 

become. 

From these paraphrases we can generalize the two mean

ings signified by these two uses of the verb: 1) to indicate 

that the subject is causing the object to reach a state 

related to the adjective (or noiin) from which the verb is 

formed, 2) to indicate simply that the subject is reachin-: 

that state. 

Then our syntactic si.rnals come into play in distln?̂ -

uishing these two meanings on a structural level—neanin^ 

number 1) is signalled by tl̂ ? presence of ?m object, mean

ing 2) by the lack of an object. So we have used our transi 

tive-intransitive opposition as a structural clue, and con

sequently there seems to be no rear,on to prefer the simpler 
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description over the aspectual one because the aspectual 

one carries more meaning structurally and adds elegance to 

the formulation. 

Some of the most common verbs of this type are: 

redden, blacken, brighten, darken, lighten, weaken, 
strengthen, tighten, loosen, harden, soften, heigh
ten, lengthen, shorten, lessen, stiffen, thicken, 
flatten, widen, broaden, sadden, deaden, quicken, 
sicken, whiten, liven. 

There are some so-called phrasal verbs (formed with -en 

and an adverb), which should, strictly speaking, be discussed 

under adverbial means. But such verbs as smarten UP in 

l) I'd, better smarten you UP and 2) you'd better smarten up 

seem to be closely related to the other -en verbs, and they 

certainly utilize the transitive-intransitive distinction 

in the same way. But when we compare smarten UP with other 

phrasal verbs such as fatten UP and liven UP. we find an 

essential difference. Smarten is never used without the 

UP. and when it is used with it, the resulting verb lacks 

the resultative (or intensive) force generally contributed 

by the adverb. <M the other hand, fatten and liven can 

both be used without the adverb, but apparently only in 

the causative sense* And when they are used with the up. 

they receive its full aspectual force. 

Another set of verbs ^lould probably be menticncd here 

because they seem to belong to the same class as tlic first 

«en verbs mentioned above, but really do not* They are 

yaken: awaken, which on closer scrutiny are se. . not to use 
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the transitive-intransitive opposition at all. The Old 

English verbs Swacian and onŵ gecnan were apparently con

fused (according to the O^D), and we have wake:awake as 

well as waken:awaken. Furthermore, according to the OED 

the O.E. verbs were both originally intransitive and the 

transitive meaning developed later, so all these verbs can 

be either transitive or intransitive. For our analysis we 

could still sort out the various occurrences and treat them 

structxurally as aspectual, but the scheme would seem to be 

so complicated that it would serve no useful purpose, and 

would certainly add nothing significant to our knowledge 

of the way these verbs function. 

Another group of verbs are formed from two suffixes 

which formerly had aspectual force and possibly still d o 

th© suffixes -ie and -er. 

The suffix -i£ in modern English (in this sense) is 

derived from Middle English -(e)len. u,r.. -lian. cognate 

with Proto-Germanic (or Old Teutonic, as the Qui) callv*? it) 

-il̂ „1aa (I-iHG -Hon. -alon) ̂  all having a frequentative (or 

sometimes diiTiinutive) sense. There arc fev of ohese words 

in modern English which go back to old Ĵ nglish, ^.t in 

iiiddle English and Early Modern English tiie Guifix was 

extremely productive (as also, according to the Or.I>, in 

..iddle High ueruian, .̂ odern v'er.aan, and iJutch; ia forining 

ververbs which express "xepeated actio i or novciaent," as 
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the OED article puts it. The OED lists only nestle, twinkle, 

and wrestle as examples that go back to Old English ./More 

modern formations are: brastle, crackle, cruinole. dazzle. 

bfibkl)̂ , ni£gie, gaddig, sparkle,, topole, and wiggle. The 

QED entry also notes that many of the verbs are formed from 

echoic roots, among them babbje., qackle^ gabble. g;igg.lê  

guggley and mwnble. Other examples include darkle,, hustle. 

M s i M t tf>ttt;!-et prâ ,t̂ :}.e, gobble, b<gtgŷ , dribble, dabble, 

wiggle. gargle, giffgle, and jjnî le. 

The verbs formed with the suffix -e£ (with frequentative 

or iterative meaning) are mostly of recent foi*mation also. 

Those found in Old English have the suffix -£i§|i, related to 

Proto-Germanic -roian. The two examples given by the OED 

that occur in Old English and are still with us today are: 

c^atrian, modern clatter« and flotorian. modern flutter./ 

Some of these verbs are also formed on onomatopoeic bases, 

according to the OED; (MG z^^zarSn r twitter. Further 

examples listed by the OED are: batter, chatter, clamber. 

flicker, glitter, mutter, patter« quaver, shimmer. shudder. 

and slumber. Other possible examples are: spatter, glister., 

shatter, putter, titter, totter, flutter, fritter, mutter. 

and shivver. 

As noted, these suffixes were used extensively to form 

new words in Middle English and Early Modern î np;lic'i, but 

for all practical purposes they are dead today. 
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Hon-vestigial Forms 

Few of the formal means of expressing aspect have not 

come down to us from older aspectual forms. In fact, the 

sole means of this type may be the prefix en-, with causative 

force. It is found in such verbs as entrance 'to put in a 

trance', enlarge. ensure^ enslave, and in older verbs such 

as englad. and when changed by assimilation to em-y as in 

embolden. This en- is related to Latin in-. 

Another prefix which has a force that might be called 

aspectual, although it has usually not been called that, is 

£6-, borrowed from Latin. The iterative force of re- can 

hardly he denied, though generally only continued repetition 

has been considered as iterative, but it seems that one 

repetition might be regarded in the same way. Obvious 

examples such, as regroup, rewrite, re-do. re-form^ seem to 

be as muc|i iteratives of a limited type and entitled to 

the name as others. In French, where the re- has been 

assimilated into the beginning of many verbs, it has lost 

the meaning of simply 'again' and has taken on what Kruisinga 

(1925, p. 66) calls perfective force. The examples he gives 

are rabbatre. rabaisser. rattraper. and reunir. 
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Syntactic Means 

The means other than formal v*iich linguists generally 

consider in their province are the syntactic ones, and we 

will use the term, in the way it is used by most American 

linguists, expressed tecl:mically by Bloomfield: "Syntactic 

constructions...are constructions in which none of the 

immediate constituents is a bound form" (1933, p» 1^4). 

That is, syntax involves the structure of word groups as 

opposed to morphology, the structure of words. 

The syntactic means we will discuss are of two princi

pal types: verbal and adverbial, or perhaps periphrastic and 

adverbial. In English the syntactic expressions generally 

called periphrastic are the ones involving so-called "auxil

iary" verbs, although, broadly speaking, the use of any func

tion words such as adverbs would seem to qualify as peri

phrastic. Because of the traditional tearrainology we will 

classify as periphrastic only those verbal means and treat 

them separately fran the adverbial ones. 

Verbal 

There are two types of periphrasis used in expressing 

aspect in English. One involves the "tenses"—the progress

ives (and perhaps the perfects)—and the other aspectual 

expressions such as the intensive and inchoative, with d^ 

and fl;et or become, respectively. 
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Periphrastic Tenses 

The perfects with to have have traditionally been 

called tenses, though most modern lin.^ists would probably 

agree that the meaning distinctions expressed by th«a are 

more likely aspectual than temporal./A close analysis of 

the perfects and the future (with will or ^hall) in a large 

corpus of English utterances would be helpful to us, espec

ially an analysis which made an inventory of the aspectual 

meanings as opposed to temporal meanings. But since no such 

analysis is available and since most scholars have tradi

tionally shown agreement as to the aspectual character of 

the progressive (expanded) forme, we will generally confine 

ourselves to a look at their use and history. 

though many writers have discussed the so-called prog

ressive forms—the use of to be with the -ing form of the 

verb (tlie present participle?)—no one is quite siire of 

their origin. Borst put the problem succinctly: 

Ist ne. he was fi^iting wirklich die mod erne 

uberhaupt nicht partizip, sohdern verbalsub-
stantiv" (1912, p. 3^4)? 

His question might mislead us if we do not know that 

Jespersen changed his opinion about the origin of the form 

after the publication of Akerlund's study (in the review of 

which Borst's question is found). Jespersen's final comment 
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I may define my position in this way: the modern 
English expanded tenses are in some vague way a 
continuation of the old combinations of the axix-
iliary verb and the participle in -ende: but after 
this ending had been changed into -Inge and had 
thus become identical with that of the verbal sub
stantive, an amalgamation took place of this con
struction and the combination be on -t-the sb, in 
which m had become §, and was then dropped (1931, 
p. 169)7 

In the same book Jespersen argues that the development 

of the progressive from the Old English passive (influenced 

strongly by Latin in translations) as put forth by Curme 

(1913) and Akerlund is unlikely because of the lack of 

examples of the particular passive forms or pseudo-passive 

forms. 

Deutschbein and Charleston (following Streitberg) 

advance the thesis that the expanded forms were developed 

when the Germanic a - prefix had lost its aspectual force 

in Middle English. Charleston seems to think that English 

was without means to express the perfective-imperfective 

opposition for a time until the expanded forms developed 

(1941, p. 102, n. 2), but Jespersen shov.̂ s that they were 

not common until the early eighteenth century in the sense 

we know them today (1931i PP* l64ff»)» 

The function of the progressives is the cause of 

perhaps more disagreement than their origin. Deutschbein, 

Charleston, and other have insisted that the ciipr.ndud forms 

express the imperfective opposition to the siinple form's 
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perfective force. That it is not such a simple matter seems 

clear: 1) I am going to tovm (I am on my way). 2) I am going 

to town tomorrow: 3) I aru ̂ oing to town every day this week. 

4) I go to town tomorrowy 5) I go to town every day. 6) I go 

to town when I finish work. These different uses of the 

progressive and simple forms express muc|i more complicated 

meanings than a simple binary opposition, liuiaber 1) is 

apparently the equivalent of I am writing a letter: (I am 

in the actoof writing a letter. I am a-writing a letter). 

Examples 2) and 4) express the future. Number 3) is the 

iterative as Deutschbein describes it, and example 5) is 

his frequentative. 

Modern treatments of the progressive, especially by 

Americans, do not seem as oversimplified or as misleading 

as the older European ones, which insisted on the traditional 

perfective-imperfective distinction. Even the older treat

ments seldom set up the opposition as an obligatory one, but 

they implied that it was fairly systematic. 

The syntactic structiares described by Francis under the 

headings phase and aspect both deal with aspect (195^, p. 

333f.). Francis finds that English verbs have tliree phases: 

the simple and the perfect, possessed by all verbs "except 

a few auxiliaries," and the yesultative. possessed only by 

certain intransitive verbs. The simple phas- is unmarked, 

the perfect marked (as traditionally noted) »«by the use of 

variouj. forms of the auxiliary huv^e with the past-participle 

TEXAS TECHNOLOQICAL COL,L,fcUfc 

LUBBOCK. TEXAS 
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fonn of the verb" (p. 333). The resultative is formed with 

"the auxiliary Ĵ ^ and the past-participle," to be discussed 

later with other periphrastic forms. 

The aspects he d®sci*ibes are the simple^ the durative. 

and the indioative> The simple is unmarked, the durative 

is our progressive, and the inchoative is the so-called 

periphrastic formed with get and the present participle 

(of which more will be said later). 

One of the most enlightening modern treatments Is a 

short one included in a discussion of inflectional categories 

by Gleason (1955, pp. 235ff*). He sets up a system of 

English verbal categories which includes two categories that 

are mainly aspectual. 

The first category is marked by Ĵ bej -f (-ingj as in: 

Mr. SraJLth is teaching school this year, but will retire in 

June; after being away for a year, kr. Snith is teaching 

^chpol again: father is playing tennis every day while his 

vacation lasts. Gleason then writes: "The meaning of this 

form is very complex, sometimes emphasizing duration, some

times limitation, but always some ar̂ pect of extent in time. 

It can be labeled as limited duration" (p. 236). 

The second category is collfd by hira current relevance 

and "is marked by [have] -f [-O2]" ^P' ̂ 36). This indicates 

"that the action or its results are still pertinent in some 

way" (p. 236), and is the same as the traditional perfect. 
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Included in Gleason 's system a r e two other c a t ego r i e s , 

t b e pfigs;|,Yf and t h e p a s t . and as he wr i t e s (p . 236): "these 

four t ta tegor ies combine with one another in every poss ib le 

way." He i l l u s t r a t e s the s ix teen p o s s i b i l i t i e s vdth the 

verfe fi^ive (assuming a p l u r a l subject t h e v ) : 

gixe None of the four specified: 
One category specified: 
Fast 
Current relevance 
Limited duration 
Passive 

Two categories specified: 
Past -|- current relevance 
Past + limited dia'ation 
Past + passive 
Current relevance + 
limited duration 

Current relevance 4-
passive 

Three categories specified: 
Past -h current relevance 
+ limited duration 

Past + current relevance -f-
passive 

Past ^ limited duration 
4- passive 

Ctirrent relevance + 
Ii Lilted duration + 
passive 

All four categories 
spec i f i ed : 

^ v e 
have given 
a re giving 
a r e given 

h^d ^iyetk 
were ^jvi^fig 
were given 

have been giving 

are beinp; F:iven 

had tjeen living 

had bee?a given 

ueru bein.;: given 

have been being 
^iven 

had been being 
given 

Gleason's treatment seems useful for the insist it 

gives us into the difierence between the English verbal 

system and the systems of more highly inflected languages 

such as Latin and Greek (and pĉ rhapr more imj-ortant for 

our purposes, the Slavic languages). He suimarizon his 

findings about the English verbal systor: "English has a 
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group of categories **iich merely specify matters that might 

otherwise be left unspecified, and %ehich are not obligatory 

in any way in most contexts" (p. 237). 

This final observation is so sensible that it seems 

rather strange that some earlier writers had not made it a 

part of their studies of aspect. If they had, such writers 

as Zandvoort and Scherer would have perhaps had less impetus 

to write their studies "disproving" the exirtence of aspect 

as a "category" in English or the Germanic languages. 

We do not have to accept this limited treatmait as the 

final one, nor do we have to agree with Bloomfield, who 

noted that "the difference between wrote and was writing 

is so elusive and differs so much for different verbs and 

in different phrases, that the:definer, after stating the 

main principles, cannot do better than to resort to a 

demonstration by means of examples" (1933, p. 260). We 

have clearly seen that Gleason's treatment is much more 

enlightening than if he had reported to a demonrtration of 

examples, and yet his system leaves many thin,~G unexplained, 

particularly futurity. 

And now we might have a hint about how to look profit

ably at our earlier examples in some sort of systematic 

framework. First we v.ill list them accordinr to apparently 

related time distinctions: 

î resent (current relevance): 
1) I am zoing to to\m (i.e., I am on my wavi 

answer to the question: what are you doing?) 
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Present (iterative or frequentative): 
l\ I go to town evervjiay. 

«. ̂^ •^ f° ̂ Q ^ ? ^ ̂ ^^^ ^ finish work. 
Future (intentional or inchoative): 
2) I am going to town toaorrow. 
4) I go to town tomorrow. 

Future Titerative or frequofitative and intentional 
or inchoative): 

^' ^ ^^ î oing to town every dav this week. 

V/e see immediately that the verb forms here are not 

distinctive as to tense. They are all supposed present 

tense forms of the verb, but there seems to be no real system 

of tenses in operation here. What is much more obvious is 

that some sort of aspectual distinctions are signaled. But 

how, if not by the verb forms? The obvious answer is: by 

the adverbs or adverbial phrases, but we will leave them 

fcr discussion later. 

Some writers have noted, and B.M. Charleston ] as argued 

strongly {i960, p. 260f.), that we should make an inventory 

of the lexical meanings of verbs and classify them according 

to the nature of the aspectuial force they express, ivithout 

reference to formal or syntactic indicators. 

Probably the only modern treatment of aspect In English 

which distin.i:uishes two typen of verbs by their "nature" is 

in Martin Joos' The r-nglish Verb (1964). Joos find?? two 

classes of verbs in English: process and status verbs. The 

process verbs he does not define, simply statin^ that they 

are ^'ordinary" verbs {his quotes) needin,-; no ''separate and 

segregated discussion" (p. 116), asv.'x-.ilnr^ that his discusr-

ion of status verbs will make clfnr the blnar, distinction. 
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Status verbs are those verbs which only under unusual cir

cumstances are found in the progressive form* These verbs 

are described according to meaning by traditional writers 

as being mainly verbs of condition or behavior not strictly 

under human control. 

Since we have no systematic inventory of process and 

status verbs, we cannot do much with this problem, biit we 

might note that the verb used in our previous examples was 

intransitive—and try a transitive verb in similar patterns. 

Present (current relevance): 
la) I am writjln̂ ; a letter. 

Present titerative, frequentative): 
5a) I,^ite a letter every day. 
6a) j w i t e a l e t t e r when I f i n i s h work. 
3a) I am writin^g: a l e t t e r every dâ y t h i s week. 

Future : 
2a) I am writing; a l e t t e r tomorrow. 

4a) I wrj.te a l e t t e r tomorrow. 

fie see from both s e t s of examples t h a t numbers 1) and 

l a ) d i f f e r from 2) and 2a) and a lso from 3) and 3 a ) , though 

they have the verb form in common. What they have d i s t i n c 

t i v e i s again the adverb or adverb ia l phrase . But a l s o 3) 

d i f f e r s from 3 a ) . I am w r i t i n g a l e t t e r every day t h i s 

week does not express the f u t u r i t y (or i n t en t ion ) poss ib le 

i n I am going totoiiam every day t h i s week. ' e mi£:ht consider 

example 3) t o be arnbif.uous. I t can mean e i t h e r ' I am roing 

t o town every day t h i s week (which i s j u s t s t a r t i n g t o d a y ) ' 

or ' I have gone to to^vn every day t h i s and v/i l l continue to 

do f;o u a t i l t he week i s o v e r ' . Vhis ar.biguity i s d i f f i c u l t 

t o e x p l a i n . ..xam^lc 3a) seoir.s t o lack t ' i s ar:bi/-uity, but 
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the explanation may lay in the relative likelihood of the 

utterances in similar contexts. l*e night question whether 

3a) is apt to occur in either context that we have cited for 

3). For these two contexts we are apt to have different 

utterances: I am f̂o;j.niy to write a letter every day this week 

or I have been writing â letter every day this week. Perhaps 

also, the ambiguity is present in the adverb phrase this week. 

which indicates such a long spread of time that to be unam

biguous we must specify a more particular, limited time. At 

any rate it seems that this ambiguity wolild have to be 

cleared up by the context and not by structural clues in 

the sentence itself. 

So it seems from these observations that there is 

really no basis for describing the progressive forns as 

tenses and only withing specified limits and with a care

fully devised systeui as aspects or categories. But there 

seems to be as much basis for saying that the progressive 

form indicates duration as to cay that the present form 

indicates prerent time. That there is a core of truth in 

these descriptions is clear; that there should be a more ac

curate statement of Uieir most common functions is perhaps 

eVen clearer. And a system of the type of Gleason's seenr 

to be a step in the right direction, but even that ±c. not 

enough, for it ignores the complexity of the problem, which 

must be fact d and treated sensibly, i erhaps the best way 
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would be with a set of categories like Gleason's, plus a 

set of interlocking adverbial categories. 

Probably the most extended recent treatment of aspect 

in English is found in Joos' book (1964). He also posits 

the two aspects: temporary and geneyic (marked and xmmarked). 

The temporary aspect corresponds to the progressive, and 

taking such exasiples as you are Ji,earj.n̂  and I am trying. 

he has this to say: 

Mow I propose that this means, or rather its use 
of temporary aspect means: Assuming that the 
predication is completely valid for the time 
principally referred to, then it is 99 percent 
probably valid (a 99*to-l wager in favor of its 
validity would be a fair wager) for certain 
slii::̂ itly earlier and later times, it is 96 
percent probably valid for times earlier and 
later by somewhat more than that, and so on 
imtil the probability of its validity has dimin
ished to zero (the actor then is doing nothing, 
or doing something other than trying, or ir 
not-trying, or is trying something else) for 
times sufficiently earlier and later (p. 107). 

He charts this probability of validity of the predi

cation on graphs which we have reproduced in the appendix. 

Probably the most startling tiling about his thesis is this 

contrast with the traditional ways of describin- the neanin-

of the progressive, because, w!iere traditional writers have 

noted that the progrecsive characterizes the event as 

happening in a certain ivay, Joos at^serts: 

The temporary as'-ect does not nccesrarily signify 
anything about the nature of the event, which can 
be esce!;tially pro:::resPive or static, continuous 
or interrupted, and so on; instead it signifies 
sofaething about the validity oi the predication, 
and specifically it says that the probability 
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of its validity diminishes smoothly from a 
raaxiiiium of perfect validity, both ways into 
the past and the future towards perfect irrel
evance or falsity (pp. 107ff.). 

As a modification of this pattern he describes the 

temporary aspect (the progressive) in combination with the 

marked phase (the perfect), and of this he says: 

In combination with marked phase, marked aspect 
signifies suchaa probability-diminution only 
into forner tiEies, while towards subsequent 
times it does not consistently signify anything— 
so that in this direction the probability can 
diminish abruptly or not at all (p. 10^). 

Joos also takes up the matter of the generic or un

marked aspect to describe events where you would expect the 

temporary aspect, as in you don't feel welĴ '̂ for the tempor

ary aspect you are not feeling \fell'? Since these are equal

ly idiomatic English with no shift in meaning, he explains 

that "to feel well or not feel well is soraething which we 

all assume is temporary anyhow, so that [the] ...temporary 

solicitude is here expressed redundantly, and the temporary 

aspect of [thej...verb is exactly correct but unnecessary" 

(p. 108} • So he warns us that we should not be disconcerted 

when we find the temporary aspect marker o litted because 

it is redundant due to the nature of the event. 

His treatment of the progressive forms then is revol\i-

tionary and exciting as a new approach in description, 

getting closer still to the heart of the me:uiinr ox' the 

forms, but as an analytical too iiis scheme has as yet vejy 

file:///fell'
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little practical value. Joos or some other scholar should 

develop this formulation so that it will be useful as a 

suitable device for structural analysis, but at present this 

treatment—and it is very new—relies too heavily on meaning 

without a strict correlation to fona, so we will still have 

to resort to the use of less detailed but more practical 

treatments for analytical work. 

Â pê tt̂ aji, A^xiUarie^ 

Deutschbein and others have treated the great number 

of verbs (some of which Joos calls quasi-auxiliaries) used 

in periphrastic constructions with aspectual meaning. We 

may break th^a down into three groups, according to types 

of aspectual meaning: 1) Intensive, 2) Inchoative, and 

3) Iterative-Frequentative. 

Intensives. Probably the most common verb used peri-

phrastically to î itensify the meaning of another verb is 

%p dOt/ Not to be confused with tiiese intensive user is the 

construction of questions such as did you go to town? This 

device is what Joos (p. 59) calls the "t̂ ieanin/̂ Îess d_2." He 

insists that ^ is absolutely enpty of /Tieaaing ]icre, and 

we see that the question a'jove is the only possible trans

formation for the statCicnt you went to town. This forn 

of dj2L also persists in the response to <]ueGtions of this 

type: d%§ yoj :o to town? yes. I did. Joot> notes:-; ':.l': t thir 

use of da, the only real function of vjhich is to allow the 
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"question word order," has been called emphatic in the 

"school tradition." 

Another construction with do which has traditionally been 

called emphatic is the negative I do not know^ ^ich today is 

almost the only utterance possible in the spoken language, 

the alternative I know not of Early Modern English having 

gone out of use except in formal writing for rhetorical 

effect. At any rate, the ^ in I do not know or I don't 

know has no intensive force. 

^®^ to do expresses intensity, there are various 

degrees possible| at the weakest level is the use in express

ions such as do come in. do raake yourself comfortable, or 

<io ̂ it ^pwn. where the intensity is almost negligible and 

th© force is closer to courteousness or politeness. But 

even here there seems to be a certain intensity vjhich can 

be expressed, at least by stress, to distinguish slisbtly 

between the warmth of do cc^e in and please come in. which 

in certain contexts and with the same nonconnittal intona

tion are exactly syhonymous. 

Somewhat greater intensity is generally evident in 

commands which are really commands: do be still, do shut up^ 

do be Quiet. do EO outnide. T̂ iis construction is generally 

directed at one's inferiors, including children and does, 

and is perhaps not as common in American linglish as it war 

formerly or apparently still is in British usage. 
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To 4P in response to negative questions (or perhaps 

accusations) of a certain type express a strong intensity: 

YOU don't love me I yes. I do. If this interchange were to 

continue, other degrees of intensity would be possible: no. 

you don't: yes. I certainly do love you; you do not: yes. 

I really do love. I really do. There is a difference here 

between the first response, which uses d^ perhaps partially 

as a response to a negative question might, and the later 

ones where the main verb Jlrpve is also used. In almost all 

the uses of d̂ . as an intensive, but especially here, we 

should note that intonation plays a great part. There is a 

difference between ves. I do. without any extra stress on 

fi£, and ves^ I d^. with heavy stress on dg. Very similar 

to this difference in intensity is the one between vou don't 

:̂ ove me I and a shorter form without the main verb but with 

the contraction expanded and heavy stress added: you do i^g%. 

In the responses above there may be other expressions of 

intensity such as the steadily rising note of increasing 

desperation in the voice. 

V/e have pairs of sentences such as l) I want to F-,0 to 

t9wn tomorrow and 2) X do want to EO to town toi-.orrow; in 

the latter, §^ has a definite intensive force—and no other 

meaning of its o\m. Both sentences would fit in the sa le 

context, but the only difference would be contributed by do. 

Here too, the la is emphasized by primary (or perhapr. extr.. 

stress), which also figures in the meaning. 

V 
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Speakers occasionally use a rhetorical device which 

is prehaps related to the intensive use of d£* They say, 

we do want peace, byi^— instead of we want peace, but—. 

^«re da may be added with its intensive force in anticipa

tion of someone's objection. This is not likely to be a 

conscious decision—it is probably made automatically—but 

it seems to justify some connection with the other intensive 

uses of do. 

Inchoative-Resultative. It is here that the problem 

of lexical versus syntactical meaning seemc to be drama

tized most sharply. The inchoative and resultative have 

been grouped together because they are very similar in 

meaning, one emphasizing the beginning of an action or 

state, the other the conclusion/^ Another justification 

for grouping them together is that the periphrastic means 

for expressing them are very similar. Some verbs used in 

an auxiliary way expressing inchoative ineanlng are: begin^ 

start. sett fall, take, ̂ o. and cosne. But that the uses of 

in and start are really periphrastic, contributing force 

syntactically, is doubtful. They are contributing only 

their lexical meaning and not really adding anything 

through syntactic relatione in such sentences as he bê ran 

to run and he started talkln.g: to me. But when we use the 

others, as in he set to work right away, we fell to eatin̂ ^ 

like condemned men^ he took to drinking; to avoid his prob

lems (common in local dialects and older Aiierican ^nglish). 
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we can see some reason for calling them periphrastic con-

stmictiohs: they contribute something more than their 

usual lexical meaning. They contribute a force that we 

may be justified in calling inchoative. Become and get 

belong to the former sroup, along with grow and turn, and 

they are used in an essentially different way—with adject

ives instead of verbs or verbals. I am getting: old, you 

are becoming cantankerous, we are FTowing old, he turned 

pal^—do these contribute more than their lexical meaning? 

Get, come^ and i^ow also occur in the type of construction 

referred to earlier: we î ot to talkin,̂ - tQ^ether^ he came to 

^ee it my way, he nrew to love her. With these verbs a 

possible distinction might be made between their use in 

these two constructions. With adjectives they seeni to con

tribute their lexical meaning; with verbs and verbals they 

contribute syntactically. 

Eesultatives such as finish, quit, stop, and cease 

seem to operate on the lexical level only, but come and 

get as in he has come to be a very important man or it has 

come to be thought of as insignificant soem to express 

something other than their lexical meanings, something of 

the resultative aspect in a syntactic way. 

The periphrastic use of î oin:: to and about to to 

express what Jerpersen lias called the prospective future 

and Trnka the dispositional future has been regarded by 

some scholars as an expression :!' tao inchoative aspect. 
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Prom the notional point of view this construction can be 

looked at as emphasizing the beginning: I'm going to beat 

th» tar out of vou or I'm about to be a rich man. But 

strictly speaking they characterize something to happen 

in the future, and so are probably rightlyncalled futures. 

Frequentative-Iterative. Used to and would have trad

itionally been described as frequentatives, and there seems 

to be scaaewhat more justification for this than for some of 

the other such descriptions. Examples of these two verbs 

as aspectual auxiliaries are: I used to go to school regu

larly. I would go to school whenever I pleased./' It is note

worthy that these two examples require the adverbial express

ions which express force that also .aight be considered 

aspectual. 

Repetition 

?erbal repetition is perhaps the most common syntactic 

device for expressing inî ensity, iteration, and duration. 

To express intensity, repetition is also used with other 

parts of speech, as in it's a mad, riad. nad. mad world: 

ypu're slck^ rd.ck| sick; he's too, too clever; you're very, 

very nice; I never, never want to see you a.̂ ain. There are 

three types of verbal repetition to expresr arpect. 

Intensity. To express intensity eithrr the verb or 

the whole sentence including the verb is reooated: I love^ 

lovep love you; stop, stop, stop! and I hate yoii. I hate 
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you. I hate vou. This might be noted as the normal means 

of communicating intensity with verbs expressing emotional 

feelings such as like and dislike. 

Iteration. Verbs with iterative endings such as -er 

and -le may be compounded with echoic partners to further 

indicate iteration: pitter-patter, fiddle-faddle, .iingle-

.1 angle, and hustle and bustle. The first three verbv̂  may 

have been formed from nouns, where this type of echoic 

formation is perhaps most common: the pitter-oatter of little 

feet. vjhat's all this fiddle-faddle? 

I>uration. The durative aspect is frequently expressed 

by repetition of a verbal as well as of the irain verb of a 

sentence: he sat there all day^ talking^ talkinr.̂  talking 

and he ran and ran and ran. The latter type ( and for that 
• m l Ill I III! II I lllllilllrtmilJBl IMW • llllMlllW—MW lllllllMII Ill I III I .^ ( * ^ 

matter, most syntactic repetition) is very common in the 

speech of younger children yiho still have limited vocabu

laries for the expression of nuances of neaning such as a 

larger vocabulary of adverbs would offer, -he repetition 

of verbals as in the above cxaple is probably more frequent 

in v.Titten Blnglish Fhere it is used for rhetorical effect, 

as well as to indicate duration. Another conctruction, he 

used to smoke, sraokc. snoke. all day long, seems to have 

iterative or frequentative meaninp:, but a clorrr rxar.inr-

tions sug.crests that this force is contributed r.o;̂ tly l>y 

the verb used teas mentioned previously, and the adverbial 

phrase. The question then is moot whether tUc repetition 
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adds iterative or intensive force to the meaning of the 

sentence. 

Adverbial 

The importance of adverbs in the expression of aspect 

in English is emphasized by Entwistle \KhQn he writes: "Aspect 

is as much a part of the West European verb as tense, but 

its expression is to be sought among the adverbs and par-

ticless; which accompany the verb" (1953, p. 211). be will 

suggest here some of the richest adverbial means for the 

expression of aspect in î nglish, but it will only be a 

tentative treatment. As Henry Sahane (1954, p. 115) has 

written in a review of Seller's study of aspect in modern 

Greek: 

Vihat needs to be done (and has not been done, 
so far a® we can see, for any language) is an 
inventory of the various aspectuai and temporal 
meanings of the adverbs; it would contribute 
considerably to an understanding of the resnrc-
tive verbal system. 

The distinction between the use of an adverb as a word 

with a lexical meaning to contribute to the sentence and 

its use as an empty or function vrord which contributes syn

tactically to the overall meaninf; of the sentence is an 

important one, but we must ner-lect it since we have at 

present neither a lexicon nor a methodolory suf2?iciently 

complicated to make this distinction satisfactorily in 

every context, v.e will assuiie, perhaDs frilsely, that most 

adverbs and adverb phrases contribute their nieaning r,; ntac-

file:///KhQn
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tically and leave the aforementioned distinction for the 

lexicographer or grammarian with sufficient apparatus to 

make it* This procedure, of taking these adverbs as func

tion words only without commenting on the problem of their 

lexical meanihgi is one that most traditional writers have 

followed. We will follow the procedure but will not ignore 

the problem. 

Related to the problem of distinguishing between 

lexical and syntactic meaning of adverbs is their ure in 

phrasal verbs, where they may combine with a simple verb 

form to give it a completely different lexical meaning. 

It is at this point that Curme's treatment of the adverbial 

expressions (1931i 1932) seems to be singularly misleading. 

His examples vjith such verbs as êt up. put down^ pass 

awaVf. turn out, lav off, go under, and give out all seem 

to indicate that these verbs have a completely different 

meaning than §^t jgMt, pass.̂  turn. lax, go^ ^^^ iSiv£-

English is very rich in these phrasal verbs, and to rrds-

interpret them as adverbs functioning with aspectual force 

is unfortunate. Set UP.meanini-: 'to create', as opposed to 

set 'to place' illustrates this point only too clearly. 

No "effective" or resultative aspect has been added by the 

adverb—another verb has been formed. 

Up and down are perhaps two favorite adverbr. having 

aspectual force. They quite often are interchangable ar 

far as meaning is concerned when they have this force, ns 
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^" ^^ burned UP the hpt̂ îte and he burned down the house. 

This resultative force of U£ and down is also seen in tear 

M£ and tear down. There are certain contexts in \»̂ ich both 

will not fit: we can say he burned UP the scrap of paper^ 

but not that he burned it down. Other uses are: he ate it 

ftII UP and we shot him down, which both have resultative 

force not present in the simple forms §te and shot. In 

the children quieted down we see the inchoative force of 

A non-aspectual occurrence of the adverbs is seen when 

they are functionally anpty of meaning. We see this in 

he caught them, as opposed to colloquial English he caught 

UP with t;hem. Although in certain contexts these two 

utterances may have different lexical meanings, the use 

o^ caught UP is very common in certain areas when in more 

formal situations caught might be used. 

Some of the -en verbs mentioned earlier are given 

resultative or inchoative force by adding u£k. The causa

tives seem to have resultative force when the î ^ is added: 

we're Koing to smarten you up; and the inchoatives still 

have inchoative meaning: you'd better smarten up. 

Adverbial phrases also lend resultative or terr.ina-

tive force to a vsimple verb vdthout foradng phrasal verivs: 

he shot the man to bits, he blev/ bin to pieces. 

rerhaps the most striking function of adverbs or 

adverbial phrases is in their control of the tenr;c or 
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aspect of the verb, which we noticed in our discussion 

of the expanded forms. The most systeraatic treatment of 

adverbs in English is Sweet's in his Kew English Grammar 

(1391, pp. 120ff.). He classifies thern as adverbs of 

present time, past time, or future time, but he also 

includes two aspectual categories: duration (continuous 

time) and repetition. For duration he lists ever., never, 

always^ continuoijislv; for the others he observes that: 

some adverbs which would seem to express contin
uous time, such as continually, incessantly, per
petually . are not really equivalent to 'contin
uously' , but express very frequent repetition: 
he comes here continually—every other day; ii, 
rains incessantly—almost without ceasing, (p. 120). 

But he makes no attempt to get at the relationship 

between the adverb and the tense or aspect it partly con

trols in the verb, and this is the crux of the matter. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND HEGO^HEilDATIQNS 

Conclusions 

The means of expression of aspect in English are rich, 

varied, and mainly unsystematic. Most of the morphological 

means are vestiges of older aspectual forms. The knowledge 

that many of these forme have had aspectual force throughout 

the history of English should sive us pause before we conclude 

that we should not call them aspectual now because they are 

not part of any clear-cut system. 

Perhaps the only systematic apparatus for the express

ion of aspect in English is the distinction between the 

expanded or progressive forms of the verb and the simple 

or unexpanded form. Though this distinction is perhaps not 

as simple or clear-cut as the distinction between perfec

tive and imperfective in the "̂davic and Se litic languages, 

it is a distinction that is capable cf analysis. And this 

analysis, departing frci:' the traditional idea of the dis

tinction perfective-imperfective in English, is only now 

being developed with the rii:;or needed to shed lir,ht or. the 

actual nature of the opposition siiiplu versus ^ xa.ided 

forms. The so-called perfect tenses are no\̂i also under

going a reappraisal whicti v.lll probably t;ive us :i bettor 

69 
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terminology and framework to deal with them in the overall 

scheme of English tenses and aspects. 

The adverbial means of expressing aspect in English 

have not yet been analyzed rigourously enough to formulate 

any sort of system. The most workable approach still seems 

to be by the use of the traditional scheme with concepts 

such as inchoative and resultative for the kind of force 

the adverbs add syntactically to most predicates they are 

a part of. ,/ 

Recommendations 

Especially important to the future study of aspect is 

increased analytical work in the languages which have a 

clear-cut formal opposition, particularly Slavic and 

Semitic. The findings in those languages will not only 

help us clarify our ideas about aspect in our language, 

but will also dispel some of the attractiveness of the 

thesis that the term "aspect' should only be applied when 

it will stand comparison with the absolute standard of 

Slavic aspect—especially if it is found, ar some Siavi

cists now insist, that the Slavic ^ycten is not nearly as 

clear-cut and exceptionlesj^ as has been thought. 

Particularly in l.nglinh, vndc"̂ ^ has n.nrer had a book-

length study - f aspect by a native speaker, there ir a 

need for fn. analyris of a large recorded corpus of '̂ he 

lan;:;uâ e. The analysis should utilize i.odern ^ -relopmo-̂ ts 
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in methodology to treat all the means of expression of 

aspect—lexical and syntactic, as well as formal, even 

though the former are perhaps less susceptible to a rigor-

our analysis. And for the light they can shed on the ana

lytical studies, which would be almost completely synchronic, 

we need diachronic treatments which rigorously view the 

development at different stages of the language. 

For the theoretical insights they reveal, we also 

need comparisons of aspect in different, related languages 

such as Gensan and English, which studies of course pre

suppose synchronic and diachronic analyses of the respec

tive languages to be compared. 
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APPENDIX y l 

Appendix: Graphs for Aspect and for Phase 2 1 1 

I I I * 

Graph A 

Temporary Aspect 
Contemporary comment: 

107-109, n,S-114 
Narrative background events: 

127-134 

Graph B 

Generic A.spcct 
Status verbs: 116-120 

Process verl)s: characterizing: 
109-111 

o 

Graph A' 

This graph means exactly the same 
as Graph A above, tlie (lcn';ily of 
its dotting replacing the height 
there. 

Graph C 

Generic As])cct 
Demonstration and Asseveration: 

l l l - l i ; . 
Narrative plot-advancing events: 

127-134 

Graph D 

Perfect Phase: 140-144 

Graph J)' 

Perfect i'iiasc: 141 

The greatest height in a grapl) represents j^erfccl validity of the predica
tion. In all graphs, time runs from lc)l_ to right: isarlier or previous time is 
to the left, and later or subsequent lime is to the right. 

r ' : i -

v;auke 

^From Kar t in Joos , ^S-Ja / ' l - i sh Verb (-adison andJV.l 
e : The Univers i ty of Viisconsin i r e s s , l\^hi, :•• - 'J--
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